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Abstract: Aiming at the problems of low efficiency, heavy quality, and high cost of traditional
components, it is necessary to study a design and analysis method of non-standard components.
Taking the non-standard parts-turret loading and -unloading device as the carrier, the key parts
of the non-standard parts are extracted for structural design and the multi-objective mathematical
model and modal theory model are established. The optimization analysis of the key parts is carried
out by genetic algorithm. Finally, the optimization results are compared and simulated by ANSYS
Workbench. The results show that: in this case, the genetic algorithm optimized data with other data,
the overall quality difference is 4.1%. The first six order modal values in the optimized results are in
the range of 68 Hz to 130 Hz, which provides a basis for similar research in the future.

Keywords: non-standard parts; algorithm analysis; multi-objective; optimization analysis

1. Introduction

With the development strategy of Made-in-China 2025 and Germany industry 4.0 proposed, and
the related policies of other countries, the manufacturing industry has reached a bottleneck. We must
break through the bottleneck. In the modern manufacturing system, the traditional manufacturing
parts can not meet the needs of individual products, which requires us to innovate the traditional parts
and propose the production of non-standard parts [1]. In the mechanical processing manufacturing
enterprises, a lot of non-standard machine tools and traditional assembly line equipment are involved
to improve the automation of the production line. Thousands of non-standard equipment, the study
of non-standard equipment has not been formally incorporated into the real research system [2].
At present, there are two problems in the manufacturing of non-standard parts: one is that the synergy
among various plans is not strong enough. The design process of non-standard components from “0” to
“1” is not standard enough [3,4]. Therefore, there is a need to set standards in non-standard machinery,
including design standards, manufacturing standards and technical indicators and other factors.
Therefore, the study of non-standard components is imminent. Many scholars have also studied this
aspect: Li G et al. [5] have carried on the research to the non-standard cam. A non-standard cam design
system for automobile panel die based on feature reuse and group assembly technology was developed.
The system shows good performance through the design of non-standard cam. Jinghua et al. [6]
proposed a mapping extraction and equivalent approximation method for multi-granularity macro
models supporting non-standard structure design. The design capability of this method is extended
from simple devices in a limited cell library to complex, singular and non-standard structures.
Pedrero et al. [7] studied the income of unqualified spur gears by using the non-uniform load model.
Based on the minimum elastic potential, the meshing conditions of super-hard cylindrical gears
were fitted with typical flat web and flat ribs. Zak [8] introduced an advanced method to guide
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the non-standard geometry design of cylindrical gears. This method adopts finite element method,
considers the actual geometry of the whole gearbox and its parts, and solves the problem of gear
modification design. Hedlund [9] proposed a parameterized numerical method to generate discrete
helical gear geometry and contact lines by simulating the machining process of non-standard gears,
i.e., Hobbling. The method is based on coordinate transformation and a wide range of numerical
computation points and their synchronization, allowing deviation from ordinary involute geometry.
Based on these methods, In this paper, the loading and unloading non-standard parts of turret chuck
are used as carriers, Combined with the actual working conditions, the whole machine is designed,
the key parts of turret chuck are designed, the multi-objective mathematical model is established, the
algorithm is optimized by genetic algorithm, and finally the simulation is carried out through the
optimization results, so as to manufacture and process the object and apply it to the actual production
of the factory.

2. Research Framework and Overall Structure Design

2.1. Overall Research Framework

Combined with the actual situation of turret chuck loading and unloading and the research
method, the overall research framework flow chart is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Flow chart of a research framework for non-standard component.

According to Figure 1, the general structure of the non-standard part-turret chuck loader is
designed, and the key parts-fixed base, rotary base, and two flanges are extracted to design, and
the related multi-objective mathematical model is established. The mathematical model parameters
include: design variables, constraints, objective function [10]. Secondly, a GA algorithm is used to
optimize the established mathematical model, and the optimization results are compared and optimized
repeatedly, modeling, and simulation, as well as manufacturing and processing of real objects.

2.2. Overall Structure Design of Non-Standard Components

The design of non-standard parts is mainly used in the working conditions which cannot be
completed by standard machines, the purpose is to meet the automation degree of the total generation
system is improved on the original basis, so as to reduce labor force, improve production efficiency
and economic efficiency [11,12]. The design of non-standard parts is mainly used in the working
conditions which be completed by standard machines. According to the actual working conditions,
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the turret chuck loading and unloading system of non-standard components is extracted, modeled,
and analyzed, and its three-dimensional model is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Three-dimensional drawing of non-standard parts-turret chuck loading and unloading system.

As shown in Figure 2, the turret chuck loading and unloading system is composed of rotating
cylinders, fixed seats, rotating seats, and two flanges. An outer coupling end of the rotary seat; outside
of the two coupling ends is provided with a material chuck. The rotary seat is provided with a cavity
extending inwardly from the coupling end and a flange cover for forming the coupling end. A piston
is arranged in the cavity, the piston is fixed with a piston rod passing through the flange cover, and
the outer end of the piston rod is provided with at least two or more inclined sliding coupling parts.
The center of the flange cover is provided with a center through hole for passing through the piston
rod; least two transverse grooves are arranged on the front side of the flange cover. The chuck is
a slide block arranged in a transverse slide groove; inner end of the slider is provided with a ramp
slide groove. The axial back-and-forth movement of the piston constitutes a clamping movement of
the slider in which the slider contracts or expands in the radial direction. The combination of the
rotary seat and the flange cover does not require the installation of two clamping cylinders, thereby
eliminating unnecessary connecting parts, making the structure of the mechanism more compact,
occupying less space, and saving the cost of purchasing the clamping cylinders. In order to meet its
basic working requirements, but also to meet the non-standard components in the structure of the cost
as little as possible, each processing efficiency higher requirements. The key parts of this non-standard
part need to be optimized by algorithm.

3. Theoretical Analysis

3.1. GA Theory

A GA (genetic algorithm) is based on the parallel search of chromosome clusters, with conjectural
rotation operation, exchange operation and mutation operation [13]. For this special combination, the
genetic algorithm will be distinguished from other search algorithms [14]. A GA flow chart for that
application of the genetic algorithm to the optimization of the feed component is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. GA algorithm flow chart.

As can be seen from Figure 3, firstly, multi-objective modeling of turret chuck loading and
unloading system is carried out, and the variables corresponding to each objective function are
searched to obtain a new set of GA data, and the generated data are corrected at the same time.

3.2. Establishment of Modal Theory Model

As shown in Figure 2 for the five key parts, simplify the quality system as shown in Figure 4.
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According to the simplified mass system diagram shown in Figure 4, the motion equation of the
system is established by using Lagrange method, and the expression is as follows:

d
dt

(
∂T
∂

.
qi

)
−
∂T
∂qi

+
∂U
∂qi

+
∂D
∂qi

= Qi (i = 1, 2, · · ·, n) (1)

where qi and
.
qi are generalized coordinates and generalized velocities, respectively; T and U are the

total kinetic energy and potential energy of the system respectively. D is that energy dissipation
function; Qi is the generalized disturbance force [15,16].

As shown in Figure 3, that kinetic energy function of the system is establish as follows:

T =
1
2

(
m1

.
x1

2 + m2
.
x2

2 + m3
.
x3

2 + m4
.
x4

2 + m5
.
x5

2 + m6
.
x6

2
)

(2)
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The potential energy function is:

U =
1
2

[
k1x2

1 + k2(x2 − x1)
2 + k3(x3 − x2)

2 + k4(x4 − x3)
2 + k5(x5 − x4)

2 + k6(x6 − x5)
2
]

(3)

The energy dissipation function of the system is:

D =
1
2

[
c1

.
x2

1 + c2
( .
x2 −

.
x1

)2
+ c3

( .
x3 −

.
x2

)2
+ c4

( .
x4 −

.
x3

)2
+ c5

( .
x5 −

.
x4

)2
+ c6

( .
x6 −

.
x5

)2
]

(4)

To this end, the partial derivatives of the functions (2), (3), and (4) in the Lagrange equation and
the differential equations of motion of the mechanical system of the turret chuck loader can be obtained
by introducing m1, m2, m3, m4, m5, m6 in Figure 3, expressed in matrices as:

[m]
{ ..
x
}
+ [c]

{ .
x1

}
+ [k]{x} = {P} (5)

where {x}
{ .
x
} { ..

x
}
{P} [m] [c] and [k] denote displacement array, velocity array, acceleration array,

interference force array, mass matrix, damping matrix and stiffness matrix, respectively.
When there is no damping, its function (5) is expressed as:

[m]
{ ..
x
}
+ [k]{x} = {0} (6)

Let the solution of function (6) be:
{x} = {A}eiwnt (7)

Of which:

{A} =


A1

A2
...

An


, {x} =


x1

x2
...

xn


The first derivative and the second derivative of the Equation (7) are obtained, respectively, and

the equation of the main vibration mode obtained by introducing the Equation (6) into the equation is
as follows: (

[k] −ω2
n[m]

)
{A} = {0} (8)

Obviously, for {A} to have a non-zero solution, the coefficient determinant in Equation (8) must be
zero, i.e., the frequency equation:

det
(
[k] −ω2

n[m]
)
=

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
k11 −m11ω2

n k12 −m12ω2
n . . . k1n −m1nω2

n
k21 −m21ω2

n k22 −m22ω2
n . . . k2n −m2nω2

n
...

...
...

...
kn1 −mn1ω2

n kn2 −mn2ω2
n . . . knn −mnnω2

n

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(9)

The n-th order algebraic equation of ωn
2 is obtained by expanding it:

ω2n
n + a1ω

2(n−1)
n + a2ω

2(n−2)
n + · · ·+ an−1ω

2
n + an = 0 (10)

where a1, a2, · · · , an is a combination of ki j and mi j.
According to the mechanical system diagram of the grinding head of the high-speed precision roll

grinder as shown in Figure 2, for [m] and [k] in Equation (6), respectively:
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Finally, the 6-order main modes of the grinding head mechanical system of the high-speed
precision roll grinder are obtained:

{
A(1)

}
,
{
A(2)

}
,
{
A(3)

}
,
{
A(4)

}
,
{
A(5)

}
,
{
A(6)

}
.

4. Analysis of Optimal Mathematical Model

Although it is possible to model machining directly according to design experience and machining
environment, in order to reduce machining cost and maximize machining efficiency, the optimization
analysis is carried out before actual machining [17,18]. The key components in the turret chuck loading
and unloading system are the design of the rotating seat and two flanges, as shown in Figures 5
and 6, respectively.
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4.1. Establishment of Non-Standard Mechanical Mathematical Model

4.1.1. Multi-Objective Mathematical Model of Structural System Optimization

According to the two most important parts of the turret chuck loading and unloading mechanical
system: the rotating seat and the flange, the mathematical model is established [17,18]. Contains
multi-objective functions, design variables, and constraint functions. According to the actual parameters
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of the system and the working condition, the optimization design of the mechanical system of the
turret chuck can be expressed as follows:

 minM =
n∑

i=1
Fi(m) =

{
F1(m) + F2(m) + · · · · · ·+ Fn(m)

}
maxN = F(N) =

{
F1(N) · F2(N) · · · · · · · · Fn(N)

}
N = (n1, n2, · · · · · · , nn)

gn(i) > 0; i = D, H, L,
D(N) > 0; H(N) > 0; L(N) > 0; U > 0;

where: D; H; L; U are design variables; minM; maxN- objective functions, i = 1, 2, . . . , n;
D(N); H(N); L(N); U- constraint functions and equality constraint functions; D(N) > 0; H(N) > 0;
L(N) > 0; U > 0- the lower limits of the design variables; and m-quality.

4.1.2. Optimization Multi-Objective Function

In the optimization design of mechanical structure system, the change of the size and structure of
rotating seat and flange, the change of the size of coupling inclination, the start and stop of the turret
chuck loader and some external disturbance factors will lead to the loading and unloading vibration [19].
Under the condition of meeting the requirements of the mechanical structure transmission system of
the feeding and unloading machine, the overall minimum volume of the mechanical structure of the
system and the transmission efficiency are taken as the multi-objectives to be pursued, so as to reduce
the weight, save the material and reduce the cost. The total mass objective function of the mechanism
system and the total transmission efficiency are as follows:

minM =
n∑

i=1
Fi(m) =

{
F1(m) + F2(m) + · · · · · ·+ Fn(m)

}
maxN = F(N) =

{
F1(N) · F2(N) · · · · · · · · Fn(N)

}
where M is the total mass; N is the total efficiency.

4.1.3. Constraints

1. Torsional strength

According to the torsional strength, the torsional shear stress of turret chuck loader must satisfy
τmax = T

Wt ≤ [τ]; Where T is the torque of the turntable, T = 9549P
n (N ·m); Wt is that modulus of

torsional section, Wt =
πDi

3

16 (MPa).

2. Torsional stiffness

In order to ensure proper operation of the drive system, the deformation of the flange should be
limited. The limited deformation condition is stiffness condition, which usually requires the maximum
torsion angle per unit length not to exceed the allowable value, namely φ = T

GIp
≤ [φ]. Where φ is the

torsion angle per unit length, rad; G is shear modulus, MPa; Ip is that polar moment of inertia, m4.

3. Structural dimensions

The constraints determined by the structural size requirements are: d > 0; u > 0; w > 0.

From P = 2π×n
60 T =

9549×p
n get Ip = πDi

3

32
9549×5.5×16

5000×π×Di
3×106 − 211.1 ≤ 0 φ = Mn

GIp
×

180
π = 32Mn

GπDi
3 ×

180
π =

9549×5.5×32×180
5000×π2×80×Di

3 − 1 ≤ 0.
At that same time, accord to the key structural system diagrams and actual structure of the feeding

and unloading machine as shown in Figures 5 and 6, The system is divided into 10 design parameters:
the maximum diameter D1 of the inner hole of the rotary seat, the outer diameter D2 of the central hole
of the rotary seat, the inner diameter D3 of the central hole of the rotary seat, the outer diameter D4 of
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the flange, the inclination U of the rotary seat, the height H1 of the rotary seat, the height H2 of the
flange, the outer diameter depth H3 of the central hole of the rotary seat, the length L1 of the rotary
seat and the width L2 of the rotary seat. Initial values, ranges of variations and assignment parameter
codes are listed according to the time and experience, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Mechanical structure system design variable correspondence table.

Design Variable Parameter Code Initial Value/mm Variation Range/mm

D1 X1 70 65~80
D2 X2 40 35~50
D3 X3 25 15~35
D4 X4 80 65~100
U X5 1 0.2~5
H1 X6 60 50~80
H2 X7 50 40~75
H3 X8 20 17~35
L1 X9 100 80~120
L2 X10 90 80~110

After all the function expressions are normalized, the data of Table 1 are brought into it, and
the multi-objective mathematical model of optimization design of mechanical structure system is
obtained, namely:

minM = F(X) =
i=3∑
i=1

24818.58× 10−6
×

[
L1 × L2 ×H1 −

Di
2

4
πH1 − (L1 −D2) × L2

]
+

D4
2

4
πH2

Constraints met:



g1(X) = 253× 1
Xi

3 − 1 ≤ 0

g2(X) = 0.0766× 106

Xi
3 − 1 ≤ 0

65mm ≤ X1 ≤ 80mm
35mm ≤ X2 ≤ 50mm
15mm ≤ X3 ≤ 35mm

65mm ≤ X4 ≤ 100mm
0.2 ≤ X5 ≤ 5

50mm ≤ X6 ≤ 80mm
40mm ≤ X7 ≤ 75mm
17mm ≤ X8 ≤ 35mm

80mm ≤ X9 ≤ 120mm
80mm ≤ X10 ≤ 110mm

4.2. Algorithm Analysis Result

According to the transmission system optimization model of turret chuck loader, combined with
genetic toolbox in MATLAB optimization toolbox to optimize the system structure, the final comparison
results were verified [20,21]. This is a multi-constrained nonlinear problem, which transforms the
function y = fun n (x) language in the objective function m file and uses the MATLAB, the high-tech
computing environment for scientific computing, visualization and interactive programming, released
by mathworks, USA, genetic toolkit to select @ fun n in the Fitness function, sets the Number of
variables to 18. Lower value inputs [65, 35, 15, 65, 0.2, 50, 40, 17, 80, 80]. Upper value inputs [80, 50, 35,
100, 5, 80, 75, 35, 120, 110], sets the Population size to 50, Crossing to 0.8, and Graph to 0.01. The process
stops after 50 iterations. The corresponding values of six sets of optimization results are randomly
generated as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Six groups of genetic algorithms are used to optimize the data.

Algorithm Value Number of Iterations

GA

78.34 40.77 20.34 70.90 1.23 61.56 52.36 22.57 112.4 92.25 50
71.97 46.56 19.44 86.56 3.45 78.44 75.49 19.25 98.56 82.33 169
73.67 35.78 27.76 99.56 2.43 79.45 69.56 26.37 82.36 90.25 241
74.56 47.45 26.94 95.56 0.56 69.22 63.58 31.07 98.4 100.5 70
79.31 45.56 32.76 88.77 3.23 74.16 66.60 32.59 81.76 105.3 78
77.89 44.43 32.34 76.56 4.34 71.13 71.51 33.35 119.8 109.4 91

Through the analysis of the optimized data by six algorithms in Table 2, each set of actual value is
brought into the objective function for calculation, and finally the GA data value is obtained [78; 40; 20;
70; 1; 61; 52; 22.5; 112; 92] is less than the rest of the optimized values. Based on this, [78; 40; 20; 70; 1;
61; 52; 22.5; 112; 92] This set of data is then analyzed.

5. Simulation and Experimental Analysis

As shown in Table 2, and for that above genetic algorithm comparison results analysis. A set of
data optimized by genetic algorithm is selected and modal analysis is carried out according to the
previous modal theory model, in order to study whether it satisfies the actual operating conditions.

5.1. Simulation Analysis

The optimized data are modeled and imported into ANSYS, and the computer simulation software
ANSYS Wrokbench and Pro/E are interfaced and exchanged [22,23]. Before the simulation analysis, the
parameters of the model are set and the mesh is divided. In order to reduce the weight of the whole
structure and avoid too much power waste. At the same time, high-strength aluminum alloy 6030 is
selected as the component material, and some unnecessary features such as screw holes, bolts and so
on are removed for analysis. Set the mesh size to 1 mm, separate the guide bar, pallet and turntable and
auxiliary components for modal analysis, set boundary conditions and carry out simulation. The first
six modes of the rotating seat are shown in Figure 7, and the first six modes of the flange are shown in
Figure 8.
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According to the simulation results shown in Figures 7 and 8, the first six modal values are within
68 Hz to 125 Hz, especially according to the first three modal values and cloud image analysis, which is
far from resonance, which means very stable. It also shows that the structural system data optimized
by genetic algorithm is very reliable in actual working conditions.
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5.2. Physical Verification

The theoretical analysis and simulation results show that it can be used in the design of turret
chuck and the structure optimization of key parts, and the results can save the processing cost and
improve the production efficiency. Therefore, the data will be combined with the actual processing of
physical and work operation. Combined with the production results at present, it is concluded that the
feeding speed is 20–30/min and the refueling speed is 1/s switched once for 10 mm thick and diameter
workpieces. The physical drawing of the turret chuck loader is shown in Figure 9.Algorithms 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 13 
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6. Conclusions

(1) In the development of non-standard components, genetic algorithm is used to optimize
the key structural system of non-standard components. Mathematical modeling and modal theory
modeling of mechanical structure system of turret chuck loading and unloading parts are carried out.
Multi-objective optimization is carried out with the lowest cost and the highest efficiency of production
materials, and the advantages and disadvantages of GA algorithm data are analyzed by MATLAB tool.
Choose one kind of data to carry on the analysis, and obtains is lower than the rest average data value
about 4.1%, thus achieves saves the cost, enhances the economic efficiency.

(2) The data structure is modeled by Pro/E and exchanged by ANSYS Wrokbench. The first
six order modal values are simulated. The results show that the design steps and the previous
optimization analysis method using GA algorithm are reasonable and meet the requirements of the
actual working conditions. Therefore, it is put into actual physical processing and put into use in the
factory. Combined with the production results at present, it is concluded that the feeding speed is
20–30/min and the refueling speed is 1/s switched once for 10 mm thick and diameter workpieces.
At the same time, in addition to the theory and analysis of this research method through the algorithm
results of comparative analysis, more important is the feasibility of applying this method to time
production. It provides a basis for similar research scholars and actual equipment manufacturers.
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